Aspects of quality of primary care provided by physicians certified in phytotherapy in Switzerland.
Data on the use of phytotherapy in primary care are scarce and difficult to compare (e.g. different health-care systems, study designs). Are there differences in Switzerland regarding demographic data, practice structure, process of care and outcome/ treatment satisfaction between primary care physicians certified in phytotherapy (CAM) and physicians performing conventional primary care (COM) and their patients? Subgroup analysis of the data of phytotherapy of an observational study (2 cross-sectional surveys with 3 questionnaires) which was performed as part of a nationwide evaluation program on complementary medicine (PEK). A descriptive analysis was used to compare data. In survey A, 20 CAM and 191 COM physicians participated, of which 14 and 84, respectively, continued for survey B and recruited at least 276 CAM and 1,395 COM patients. Findings show that CAM physicians had less technical equipment (e.g. x-rays) than COM physicians, their consultation time was 25% longer, and they used more non-drug therapies. Whereas in the SF-36 no differences could be identified between the groups, the EUROPEP showed significant differences in favour of CAM patients. Preliminary data of the comparison between CAM and COM physicians indicate few differences in demographic and practice structure data. Yet, due to differences in the process of care CAM patients showed better treatment satisfaction than COM patients. This is probably due to their doctors' communicative qualities and patient-oriented skills. To which degree this might be triggered due to phyto-pharmacosemiotic aspects needs to be investigated in a future study.